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HIGHLIGHTS
A double-sided architecture
couples thermal radiation from
both sides of the emitter
A system capable of
simultaneously performing
radiative cooling and solar
heating
Temperature reduction of 14.5 C
obtained under laboratory
conditions
Over 12 C temperature reduction
obtained in an outdoor
environment

Gan and Zhou et al. present a double-sided passive cooling system with significant
cooling performance that requires no consumption of electricity. By directing
thermal emission from both surfaces of a vertically aligned emitter to the sky, they
realize a temperature reduction of over 12 C in an outdoor environment.
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Hybrid concentrated radiative cooling
and solar heating in a single system
Lyu Zhou,1,4 Haomin Song,1,4 Nan Zhang,1 Jacob Rada,1 Matthew Singer,1 Huafan Zhang,2
Boon S. Ooi,2 Zongfu Yu,3 and Qiaoqiang Gan1,5,*

SUMMARY

Radiative cooling is an emerging sustainable technology that does
not require electricity to function. However, to realize sub-ambient
cooling, the effects of the undesired incident solar energy must be
minimized. Considering an ideal blackbody radiator at 300 K, the
maximum cooling power density is 160 W/m2. Here, we report
an architecture capable of overcoming this challenge by using two
spectrally selective mirrors to simultaneously absorb the incident
sunlight and re-direct the thermal emission from a vertically aligned
emitter. With this configuration, both sides of the vertical emitter
can be used together to realize a measured local cooling power density of over 270 W/m2 in a controlled laboratory environment. Under
standard atmospheric pressure, we realized cooling that was 14 C
below the ambient temperature in the laboratory environment
and a more than 12 C temperature reduction in outdoor testing.
INTRODUCTION
Electricity-driven cooling is one of the major end uses of energy that is responsible
for global peak electricity demand. For instance, the global annual energy consumption for cooling buildings is 1,260 TWh/year.1 Of the fuel used in vehicles (e.g., 13
million barrels of oil equivalent per day in 20122), 29% is used for cooling, and
25%–33% is lost because of heat dissipation.3 Therefore, passive cooling that cools
without electricity or fuel could significantly affect global energy consumption.
Because of the transparency of the Earth’s atmosphere within a wavelength range of
8–13 mm, objects can passively realize a cooling effect by emitting their heat within
this spectral window. Building on this heat exchange channel, sky cooling emerges
as an electricity-free cooling technology. However, there are two major challenges
that must be addressed to implement this electricity-free cooling technology in a
practical environment: (1) the object has to have direct access to the sky (i.e., with
direct sky-facing emitting surfaces), and (2) the material/structure must have minimal
solar light absorption while also strongly emitting thermal radiation between
8–13 mm for day-time cooling.4 In recent years, many groups have attempted to
discover radiative cooling effects in biomaterials5,6 and develop high-performance
and low-cost thermally emissive metamaterials.7–14 Various advanced thermal photonic materials and systems with different spectral selection features have been reported, mainly focusing on blocking14,15 or scattering the incident sunlight to suppress its heating effect.8,12,13,16 The average measured cooling power densities of
these devices are 100 W/m2 during the day and 120 W/m2 during the night.17–20
However, considering the blackbody radiation limit at ambient temperature (e.g., at
300 K), the maximum cooling power density for a sky-facing radiative cooling device
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Figure 1. Design of the double-sided architecture for concentrated radiative cooling
(A) Diagrams of the power tradeoff in a conventional single-sided radiative cooling system (left panel) and a double-sided system (right panel),
respectively. The red arrow indicates the outgoing thermal radiation from the emitter, the blue arrow indicates the incoming thermal radiation from the
atmosphere and surrounding objects, the green arrow indicates the non-radiative power exchange, and the yellow arrow indicates the absorbed solar
irradiation.
(B) Emissivity of the ideal cases. The red line indicates an ideal selector and the green line indicates an ideal emitter for the daytime radiative cooling
design. The AM 1.5 solar spectrum (yellow) and atmospheric transmittance (blue) are plotted for reference.
(C) Schematic of the cermet-based solar spectral selector. Ten layers of Ag-SiO2 nanocomposite were deposited with different mixture ratios.
(D) The measured reflection spectrum of the solar spectral selector. The inset shows a photograph of a cermet-based solar-selective plate.
(E) Measured angle-dependent reflection spectra of the solar-selective plate.

is 160 W/m2 (see calculation details in Note S1),21,22 which is much less than the
incident solar energy of 1,000 W/m2. Therefore, the overall effect on sustainability
for radiative cooling technology would be questioned if this solar energy is sacrificed.23 It is therefore a great challenge for the recently developed, highly scattering
thermal emitter materials to realize their maximum potential (i.e., to realize a peak
cooling power of 160W/ m2 or utilize a larger portion of the 1,000 W/m2 of incident
solar radiation) because these materials currently cannot do both. Here we report a
double-sided architecture using two solar spectrally selective mirrors to redirect the
thermal emission from a vertically aligned emitter and demonstrate a concentrated
radiative cooling concept. Importantly, because of the spectral selectivity of the solar absorption mirror, this strategy did not waste the solar input energy. Instead, it is
able to integrate the solar heating and radiative cooling effects within a single system with no need of extra spaces. By retaining a portion of the 1,000 W/m2 of incident sunlight, the energy efficiency of the radiative cooling system as a whole can be
improved greatly.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A double-sided architecture
For a planar thin film thermal emitter, the top and bottom surfaces emit thermal radiation. However, only the sky-facing surface causes a noticeable cooling effect, as
reported in previous radiative cooling experiments.4–16,21–38 The bottom surface can
only exchange thermal radiation with the ground (Figure 1A, left panel). Therefore, a
waveguide strategy that can guide the thermal emission from the two surfaces to the
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sky will break the cooling power density limit of the single-sided thermal emitter. In
this work, we report a double-sided architecture (with a vertical radiator) using a
cermet-based solar spectral selector for concentrated radiative cooling.39 This solar
selector will function as a thermal radiation waveguide/mirror as well as a solar
absorber (it is capable of absorbing over 90% of electromagnetic radiation within
the solar spectrum while also maintaining a reflection of over 90% in the mid-infrared
region, including 8–13 mm). When a vertical thermal radiator is coupled with this
spectral selector (Figure 1A, right panel), its thermal emission can be mostly reflected to the sky while the incident solar energy is absorbed by the thermal selector.
Both sides of a planar thermal emitter can be used to emit heat, and we realize a record-high local cooling power density of 273.3 W/m2 in a laboratory environment,
twice as much as the previously reported cooling power density of single sky-facing
surfaces (i.e., a horizontal radiator).7 Without special vacuum thermal isolation, we
realized a temperature reduction of 14 C below the ambient temperature in a laboratory environment and over 12 C in an outdoor test under standard atmospheric
pressure. In addition, the spectral selectivity of the cermet-based plates enables efficient solar absorption and restrains thermal radiation, resulting in a tremendous
temperature rise in the solar absorption plates. This simultaneous solar heating
and radiative cooling configuration paves the way for wider application in hybrid solar heating and radiative cooling utilities (e.g., enabling integration of a thermoelectric generator into the same system).38
In principle, to realize daytime radiative cooling, the emitter is required to be
strongly absorptive in the mid-infrared wavelength range while minimizing absorption in the solar wavelength range (up to 2.5 mm, as shown in Figure 1B). Here we first
employ a cermet-based solar spectral selector to realize this spectral selectivity. This
type of material was initially created for solar heating applications with optimized
spectral selectivity.39,40 In our system, it efficiently absorbs solar light and
simultaneously reflects thermal radiation from the emitter (as shown by the red curve
in Figure 1B). In this experiment, 10 layers of co-sputtered Ag-SiO2 nanocomposite
films were stacked to construct the solar absorption film on a glass substrate,
labeled layer 1 to layer 10 in Figure 1C (see fabrication details under Experimental
procedures)41–46. As a result, a strong spectrally selective solar absorber was realized. As shown in the inset in Figure 1D, the resulting film is visibly black. Its average
reflectivity from visible to infrared (IR) (up to 2 mm) is below 8%. Intriguingly, its reflection increases rapidly and remains over 90% throughout the mid-infrared (MIR) spectral range, covering an atmospheric window of 8–13 mm (see its infrared image in Figure S1). Remarkably, this superior spectral selectivity can be retained over a broad
incident angle range, as shown in Figure 1E; within the incident angle ranging between 0 –50 , the absorption remains over 90% in the solar spectral region while
also maintaining a reflection of over 95% between 8–13 mm. More microscopic characterization results of the graded cermet-based solar absorption material are shown
in Figure S2. In this work, we demonstrate an application of this solar heating material for hybrid concentrated radiative cooling and solar heating.
Indoor tests
As shown in Figure 2A, we built a V-shaped mirror structure with a thin-film thermal
emitter in a polystyrene box with two open sides exposed to two solar absorption
mirrors (at a tilt angle of 45 ). The box was then sealed with a polyethylene film.
As a result, thermal radiation from both sides of the emitter was directed to the
remote heat sink (i.e., the sky or a black absorber at 77 K in this indoor test). Although
this type of tilted mirror architecture has been shown in previous studies to improve
the directionality of the thermal emission,14,36 because of the spectrally selective
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Figure 2. Radiative cooling performance of the double-sided thermal emitter system
(A) A photo of the double-sided system made of a thermally insulated box with V-shape solar spectrally selective plates.
(B) Schematic diagram of the indoor experimental setup.
(C) Temperature measurements of the single-sided system (blue curve) and the double-sided system (red curve) in the laboratory environment. The
black line shows the ambient temperature.
(D and E) Measured heater power and temperatures of the emitter in the (D) double-sided system and (E) single-sided system. The black, blue, and
green curves indicate the ambient temperature and the temperature of the emitter in a double-sided system and a single-sided system, respectively.
The measured heater powers (gray curves) in the top panels reveal the cooling powers of the double-sided and single-sided systems, respectively.

property of the mirror, this V-shaped configuration can direct thermal radiation from
both sides of a standing planar emitter, achieving a record-breaking radiative cooling power density. To validate this hypothesis, we performed several proof-ofconcept tests in a lab environment.
First, black aluminum foil immersed in liquid nitrogen was employed as a heat sink
for the indoor radiative cooling test (similar to our previous work;14 see Figure S3
for the emissivity spectrum of the black aluminum foil and other details regarding
this indoor test under Experimental procedures). As shown in Figure 2B, the heat
sink was connected to the tested device using an infrared-reflective aluminum plate
waveguide. For this experiment, black aluminum was also used as the thermal
emitter because of its near-unity emissivity over the IR spectrum range. As shown
in Figure 2C, the measured air temperature around the emitter was 22 C. As a
result, the temperature of the double-sided system was reduced by 14 C G
0.2 C, 5 C lower than the control single-sided system (i.e., 9 C G 0.4 C). To experimentally reveal the cooling power density, we utilized a heat patch that was sandwiched between the black aluminum foil emitters to heat them to ambient temperature (following a procedure reported previously15). As shown in Figures 2D and 2E,
the surface temperatures of the black aluminum in the double-sided system (with a
vertical radiator) and the single-sided system (with a horizontal radiator) were
plotted by blue (Figure 2D) and green (Figure 2E) curves, respectively. When they
reached ambient temperature (i.e., the black curves with an average temperature
of 18 C during these two experiments), the measured local cooling power densities
were 273.3 G 4.0 W/m2 for the double-sided system and 118.6 G 0.5 W/m2 for the
single-sided system (see gray curves in Figures 2D and 2E). It should be noted that
the indoor results cannot perfectly predict its outdoor cooling performance because
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Figure 3. Integrated radiative cooling and solar heating using the same area
(A) Schematic illustration of the vertically aligned double-sided system.
(B and C) Schematic illustration of thermal emission from the emitter when the tilt angle of mirror is at (B) 90  and (C) 45  . Three sets of arrows indicate
thermal emission at different angles.
(D) The modeled angular emissive intensity distribution of the single-sided (blue curve) system and V-shaped double-sided system (red curve). The
dashed curves show the divergent angles of these two emission patterns at their full widths at half maximum.
(E) Calculated cooling power density (curves) and measured cooling power density (spheres) as a function of temperature difference. Dashed and solid
curves represent the case with a thermal transfer coefficient q = 0 W/m 2 K (dashed curve) and q = 10 W/m 2 K (solid curve), respectively. The ambient
temperature is set to 18  C (for comparison with the indoor experiment shown in Figures 2D and 2E).

the small liquid-nitrogen-based system (with a height of 12 m) cannot accurately
replicate the transmission feature of the atmospheric window. Therefore, outdoor
tests are still necessary, as discussed later. However, considering the uncontrollable
weather conditions, no reported outdoor results can actually be compared fairly. In
contrast, this indoor setup provides controllable experimental conditions (e.g., humidity, ambient temperature, and wind speed), which allows us to compare different
radiative cooling materials and systems.
Because the measured concentrated local cooling power density of 273.3 W/m2 is
already beyond the blackbody radiation limit for a single surface emitter (Note S1; Figure S15), it is necessary to clarify the actual merit of the double-sided architecture.
Compared with a single-sided system with the same projection area, the double-sided
system did not enhance the total cooling power or the cooling power density normalized by the actual surface area of the emitter (i.e., with two surfaces). However, because
of the unique vertical configuration, the solar absorption mirrors are spatially separated
from the emitter, introducing 2-fold benefits, as illustrated in Figure 3A. The first one is
that the two solar absorption mirrors absorb the incident solar energy on them and
allow an additional solar heating effect on this radiative cooling system with no extra
area requirement (i.e., the heating and cooling channels share the same projection
area). The second one is that the local cooling power density of the central thermal
emitter is doubled and can result in a lower equilibrium temperature (i.e., 14 C G
0.2 C in Figure 2C). This record-high local power density is highly desirable when a
lower temperature is required. For instance, the dew point for moisture condensation
is dependent on the cooling power density and the actual temperature of the surface
(see Figures S4 and S5 and Note S2 for a preliminary experiment to demonstrate this
temperature-dependent atmospheric moisture condensation application).
Theoretical analysis
To reveal the superior cooling performance, we analyzed the thermal exchange in a
double-sided system under different conditions. When the tilt angle of a mirror, 4, is
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90 with infinitely long mirror lengths (i.e., an ideal case), all thermal radiation from
both sides of the thermal emitter is coupled to the heat sink, as illustrated in Figure 3B, corresponding to the theoretical upper limit for the proposed system. However, in any realistic situation, the output thermal emission is limited by the mirror
length and tilt angle. As illustrated in Figure 3C, when a mirror with finite length is
tilted, the thermal emission pattern at distinct emission angles and locations will
be different (i.e., cases I, II, and III at different angles). For case I, when the emission
angle q is relatively small, the emitted radiation will be reflected by the mirror and
directed to the heat sink. However, as q increases, part of the emission will be
blocked by the top side or bottom side of the emitter, corresponding to cases II
and III, respectively. Therefore, the actual output of the thermal emission is reduced.
To optimize the thermal emission output, one can tune the tilt angle and manipulate
the geometry of the system (for example, using convex mirrors), which is still under
investigation. In this work, only the V-shaped structure is considered; i.e., by tuning
the tilt angle of the spectrally selective mirror, the thermal emission output can be
optimized (see Figure S6 for the normalized emission pattern εpat with four different
tilt angles). As shown in Figure 3D, we modeled the angular distribution of the thermal radiation at a wavelength of 10 mm with a mirror tilt angle of 45 . Compared with
the wide thermal radiation pattern from a conventional single-sided system (the blue
curve), most of the thermal emission reflected by the V-shaped structure is confined
within G39.8 (the red curve), which causes a beaming effect of the thermal
radiation.
Next, we estimated the theoretical cooling power density and compared it with the
observed cooling performance. The net cooling power density ðPnet Þ can be calculated as a function of the temperature using Equation 1:

Pnet = Prad ðTdev Þ  Pamb ðTamb Þ  Pobj Tobj  Pnonrad ðTdev ; Tamb Þ
(Equation 1)
Here Prad ðTdev Þ is the outgoing radiation power from the thermal emitter at a temperature of Tdev , Pamb ðTamb Þ is the incoming radiation power from the ambient
environment at a temperature of Tamb , Pobj ðTobj Þ is the thermal radiation transfer
between the solar spectrally selective surfaces and emitter surfaces, and
Pnonrad ðTdev ; Tamb Þ is the non-radiative power transferred to the emitter through convection and conduction. Although the atmosphere is a complex system composed
of different layers with gradient temperature, it has been shown that estimation of
its radiance can be simplified by assuming a uniform temperature.47
Using this equation, one can estimate the cooling power density as a function of the
temperature difference DT (see calculation details in Note S1). As shown in Figure 3E,
we plotted the cooling power densities at an ambient temperature of 18 C for three
systems: a double-sided system with a mirror tilt angle of 90 (blue curves), a doublesided system with a mirror tilt angle of 45 (green curves), and a single-sided system
(red curves). In particular, the thermal transfer coefficients were set to q = 0 W/m2 K
(i.e., with perfect thermal insulation; dashed curves) and q = 10 W/m2 K (i.e., with
parasitic heat loss; solid curves), respectively.
When DT = 0 (vertical dashed line), the cooling power densities of the systems with
or without parasitic heat loss are the same because there is no conductive or convective heat exchange with the environment. One can see that an ideal double-sided
system reaches a local cooling power density of 310.4 W/m2 (indicated by the
blue arrow), twice as much as that of an ideal single-sided system; i.e.155.2 W/m2
(indicated by the red arrow). In contrast, the local cooling power density of the
practical double-sided system is 242.3 W/m2 (green arrow).
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Figure 4. An integrated cooling and heating system with improved daytime sky cooling performance
(A) Schematic of the daytime radiative cooling tests in Buffalo, NY.
(B) Photos of the outdoor radiative cooling measurement of case 1 (top panel) and case 2 (bottom panel) with different solar incident angles.
(C) Measured temperature of the emitter in the double-sided system (green curve) and the single-sided system (blue curve). The ambient temperature is
shown by the red curve.
(D) The best cooling performance was measured on May 21, 2019 in Buffalo, NY. Solid curves indicate the real-time temperature. Spheres indicate the
extracted cooling power densities of the double-sided and single-sided systems.
(E) The temperature difference between the ambient temperature and the emitter in the double-sided system. The yellow bar shows the wind speed at
the test location.

Furthermore, the lowest attainable equilibrium temperature of a given system is
mainly affected by the spectral features of the thermal emitter and also by the thermal insulation of the system. As indicated by the black arrow at the intersection point
of the three dashed curves with zero cooling power density (i.e., the horizontal
dashed line in Figure 3E), the equilibrium temperature for these three systems is
23.8 C (DT = 41.8 C) with perfect thermal insulation (i.e., q = 0 W/m2). However,
with parasitic heat loss (e.g., q = 10 W/m2), the equilibrium temperature for doublesided systems is lower than that for a single-sided system, agreeing well with our
observed experimental results in Figure 2 (shown by green and red spheres). One
can see that a double-sided system can realize a lower equilibrium temperature
than a single-sided system in the same testing environment, indicating superior performance of the proposed double-sided architecture.
Outdoor tests
To demonstrate the proposed double-sided radiative cooling, we performed outdoor measurements in Buffalo, NY. A single-sided control experiment was performed simultaneously. To further minimize solar absorption, we employed transparent polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) films as the thermal emitter. As illustrated in
Figure 4A, within the double-sided system, the PDMS film was anchored vertically
at the center of the polystyrene box, whereas in the single-sided system, the PDMS
film was blade coated onto the aluminum back reflector (see the optical absorption
spectrum of PDMS in Figure S7). Photographs of the experimental setup are shown
in Figure 4B; a highly reflective aluminum board was used to shelter the control
system from sunlight (similar to one used previously14,30), whereas the doublesided emitter system was directly exposed to the sun. We performed a 24-h
continuous outdoor test in Buffalo, NY on August 4–5, 2019 (with a humidity of
30% during the day and 95% at night; see more information regarding weather
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conditions in Figure S8). Because of the vertically anchored thermal emitter in the
double-sided system, the cooling performance of the system is very different from
the single-sided system. As shown by case 1 in Figure 4B, in the single-sided system, the incident sun light was blocked by the shelter but directly illuminated the
PDMS film in the double-sided system. As a result, the cooling performance of the
double-sided system degraded significantly. Because PDMS is highly transparent
in the solar wavelength range, the estimated absorbed solar energy by the
PDMS film (113.95 W/m2 under 1 sun illumination) was still much lower than
the net radiation power (>200 W/m2). As a result, a sub-ambient cooling effect
was still obtained with the double-sided configuration, even without expensive
sun-tracking systems.15 One can see that at 18:44 in Figure 4C (green arrow),
the double-sided system realized a temperature reduction of 6.2 C, whereas DT
in the single-sided system was 4.2 C.
As the solar input intensity rose steadily over the course of the day/afternoon (Figure 4B, case 2), direct illumination was blocked by the side wall of the polystyrene
box in the double-sided system, whereas the planar shelter was unable to block
the normal incidence in the single-sided system. This effect could significantly
degrade the cooling performance of the device if it were implemented in an area
that receives a large amount of harsh sunlight (e.g., Saudi Arabia, as shown in Figure S9). Therefore, the cooling performance of the double-sided emitter system is
much greater than that of the single-sided system (see more details in Figure S10
and Note S3). By reviewing the overall performance of the two systems shown in Figure 4C, the double-sided system outperformed the single-sided one in all-day subambient cooling, especially under normal solar incidence (when air-conditioning use
is the highest). One can see that at 12:58 (cyan arrow), the temperature in the singlesided system is 10 C higher than ambient temperature because of the solar
heating effect. To counteract this heating effect, many previously published systems
utilized white micro/nanomaterials8,9,16 or large-scale shelter boards30 that were
used to block the sun light. In contrast, the double-sided system remained 4.5 C
lower than ambient temperature at this moment. Remarkably, the peak temperature
of the two solar absorption wings was 55–60 C, providing a solar-driven thermal
component for heating applications (e.g., solar water heating). With this architecture, these two wings realized solar heating and radiative cooling using the same
projection area, representing an integrated concentrated cooling and solar heating
system with no need of extra spaces.
Finally, as noted previously, radiative cooling performance is heavily dependent on
weather conditions. During May–August 2019 and June 2020, we performed over
80 h in total of outdoor experiments on selected sunny days. It was revealed that
the overall cooling performance is dependent on outdoor environmental conditions, including incident solar intensity, relative humidity, wind speed, and cloud
distribution (see details in Figures S11 and S12). On May 21, 2019 (with a very clear
sky and humidity of 17% during the time of the experiment), an even more
intriguing result was observed, as shown in Figure 4D. Obvious fluctuations in
ambient temperature were observed because of relatively strong gusts of wind.
To better reveal the reduced temperature, we plotted the DT curve of the double-sided system in Figure 4E. From 9:20 to 11:00, the average temperature reduction of the double-sided emitter system was 12.0 C G 1.2 C. During this period,
the average temperature of the solar absorption plate was 54 C. By considering
its spectral feature, shown in Figure 1D, the thermal load from these two solar absorption plates is 44.2 W/m2 (i.e., Pobj in Equation 1; see Figure S13 for more details). Therefore, the estimated cooling power density of our double-sided system
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is 236.6 G 11.8 W/m2 (green spheres in Figure 4D; see more details in Note S4).
This is a record-high temperature reduction for this simple system with no special
thermal insulation.16,30 In contrast, the shaded single-sided system only realized a
temperature reduction of 8.5 C G 1.5 C, corresponding to a cooling power density of 100.1 G 7.3 W/m2 (blue spheres in Figure 4D). It should be noted that the
outdoor cooling performance is heavily dependent on the actual environmental
conditions (e.g., wind speed and relative humidity, some of which have large fluctuations). In our calculation, an approximate parameter of the non-radiative thermal transfer coefficient q was employed (q = 10 W/m2 K), similar to Bhatia
et al.15 (q = 9.6 W/m2 K), Kou et al.21 (q = 10 W/m2 K), and Rephaeli et al.34
(q = 6–12 W/M2 K).
In conclusion, we developed a double-sided architecture for concentrated radiative
cooling and solar heating in a single system. The thermal radiation from both sides of
a vertically aligned emitter was coupled to the heat sink to realize a record-high local
cooling power density of 273.3 W/m2 in a laboratory environment. Under standard
atmospheric pressure, we demonstrated a record temperature reduction of 14 C G
0.2 C in a laboratory environment and 12.0 C G 1.2 C in an outdoor test. Further
improvement will be possible using an optimized system configuration or employing
materials with better spectral selectivity (e.g., the materials reported by Wang
et al.46 with a solar absorption of 0.95 and thermal emission of 0.075). Moreover,
in recently reported studies of radiative cooling, solar input and its heating effect
were always undesired within the cooling system (i.e., scattered or reflected).23,48–50
To utilize this formerly wasted energy, the solar absorption plate allows solar heating
and radiative cooling (on the central emitter) to occur within the same system. This
hybrid system can contribute simultaneously to a reduction in cooling and heating
costs of existing heating, ventilation, and air conditioning utilities51–54 and can be
integrated with future thermoelectric generator systems to produce more power
through the Seebeck effect.38,55.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Resource availability
Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to
and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Qiaoqiang Gan (qqgan@buffalo.edu).
Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability
The published article includes all necessary data required for evaluating the main
findings of this study. Any additional data related to this study are available from
the lead contact upon request.
Fabrication and characterization of the cermet-based solar spectrally selective
film
The cermet-based solar absorption film was fabricated in a Lesker sputtering coater
system by simultaneously co-sputtering Ag and SiO2. A glass substrate was cleaned
using a standard wafer cleaning procedure. We started deposition with a 30-nmthick silver layer (layer 1), followed by 8 layers of Ag/SiO2 nanocomposites with a
gradually changing silver-to-silica ratio (layers 2–9). Finally, a thin silica layer
(30 nm) was deposited as the top layer (layer 10). This stacked structure formed
a graded nanocomposite metamaterial with a gradually changing refractive index,
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resulting in broadband absorption from 300 nm to 2 mm. On the other hand, its
reflection in the mid-infrared domain is high (Figure 1D).
Laboratory radiative cooling measurements
The thermally insulated container for radiative cooling tests consists of polystyrene
foam covered by a layer of aluminized Mylar, as illustrated in Figure S14. For the double-sided system, the dimension of the frame is 6 3 6 cm. The thickness of the side
wall of the frame is 4 cm. The thermal emitter is anchored in the center of the frame,
as shown in Figure S14, left panel. Two transparent polyethylene films are used to
seal the aperture on both sides. For the single-sided system, the polystyrene frame
has one aperture only, as shown in Figure S14, right panel. With these designs, the
thermal conductivities of the polystyrene foam and the air gap is 0.033 W/(m$K) and
0.026 W/(m$K), respectively, at 25 C.
In the indoor experiment, a black aluminum sheet was immersed in liquid nitrogen to
serve as the heat sink. Its absorption/emission spectrum is shown in Figure S3. The
thermal emitter was placed 1.6 m above the heat sink to prevent thermal conduction/convection from the liquid nitrogen. An aluminum plate waveguide was employed to connect the heat sink with the thermal emitter. A K-type probe was
mounted on the tested system to measure ambient temperature.
The cooling power densities for both setups were measured, as shown in
Figures 2D and 2E, following the procedure reported by Bhatia et al.15. Black
aluminum sheets were employed as the thermal emitter. The cooling power
was determined by measuring the electrical input power of the polyimide
flexible heater (Omega, KHLV series, 14.5 U/0.0025 m2). In the single-sided
system, the heater was attached to the back of the black aluminum. In the
double-sided system, the heater was sandwiched between two black aluminum
sheets.
Optical measurements
The reflection spectrum of the solar spectrally selective film was measured using a
Vis-NIR-MIR Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Vertex 70, Bruker) with an
angle module (Bruker A513 variable-angle reflection accessory).
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